The following list is a current bibliography of encyclopedias, indexes, and single and multi-volume treatises available for Pennsylvania legal research. For pre-1990 publications, see Joel Fishman, *Bibliography of Pennsylvania Law: Secondary Sources* (1993). KFP75 .F57 1993


This bibliography includes new citations to annual/biennial Pennsylvania Bar Institute seminar publications that are important sources of keeping up-to-date on current legal developments. Other major CLE providers of Pennsylvania law include Lorman Publications, National Business Institute, Professional Education Systems, Inc., and Pennsylvania Association of Justice (formerly Pennsylvania Trial Lawyers Association).

For publications that are updated annually, we have provided the first and last date for the entry.

**Directories**


**Agricultural Law**


**Animal Law**


Bibliography of Pennsylvania Law:  
Secondary Sources, a Current Listing

Prepared by: Joel Fishman, Ph.D.  and Lori Hagen, M.L.S. - June 2012

Appellate Procedure


Arbitration

Automobiles

Bankruptcy Law

**Cemetery Law**


**Citators**

*Shepard’s Pennsylvania Case Names Citators*. 3rd ed. Lexis, 2009. 6 vols. Covers all Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Superior Court, and Commonwealth Court cases from 1845 to 2009. Does not include late 19th century nominative reports. ACLL Main Reading Room/DCLI Instructional Lab

*Shepard’s Pennsylvania Citations*. Lexis, 2004-. Case Edition and Statute Ed. DCLI/S8

**Civil Procedure**
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Civil Procedure cont’d.

Constitutional Law

Construction Law

Consumer Law
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**Contract Law**

**Corporation Law**
*Buying & Selling a Business*, 6th ed. PBI Pr., 2009-. KFP205 .B89 2009  

**Criminal Law & Procedure**
Criminal Law & Procedure (continued)


Damages


Digests
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(Digests cont’d)

Pennsylvania Personal Injury Digest. Thomson/West, 2011. KFP197.P3 A516
Vale Pennsylvania Digest, 1682 to Date. West, 1939-1985. DCLI: Pa Collection 1st Floor

Drunk Driving

Educational Law

Elder Law
Estate & Elder Law Symposium, PBI, 2000-2011. KFP140.A75 E76 2011c

Election Law

Eminent Domain
--See REAL PROPERTY
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**Encyclopedias**


*Summary of Pennsylvania Jurisprudence 2d*. West, 1991-2011. Torts (vols. 1-3A), Criminal Law (vols. 4-5), Property (vols. 6-8); Probate, Estates and Trusts (vols. 9-11A); Business Relationships (vols. 12-13A); Insurance (vol. 14-14A); Family (vols. 15-15A); Commercial Law (vols. 16-18A); Employment and Labor Relations (vols. 19-21A); Municipal Law (vols. 22-23); Environmental Law (vols. 24-25A); and Taxation (vols. 26-27); Index and Tables of Cases. KFP65 L42

**Environmental Law**


**Equity**


**Estate Planning**


**Estates, Wills, and Trusts**
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(Estates, Wills, and Trusts cont’d)


*How to Write a Will and Other Essential Estate Planning Documents*, 1 v. PBI Pr. 2008-, suppls. (loose-leaf)


*Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules*, ALM, 2006-2012. Annual. KFP144.2.W47 W475


Evidence


(Evidence cont’d)


Family Law


Pennsylvania Family Lawyer. PBA Family Law Section, 1980-. Quarterly periodical.
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Family Law (Continued)


Form Books

Dunlap-Hanna Pennsylvania Forms. Rev ed. 14 v. Bender, 1948-2012. suppl. (loose-leaf). The topics covered are: profit and nonprofit corporations (vol. 1), business transactions (vol. 2), commercial law (vol. 3), commercial law-employment law (vol. 4), real property (vols. 5 and 6), forms wills and trusts agreements (vol. 7), Register of Wills and Orphans’ Court procedures (vol. 8), family law (vol. 9), civil litigation-actions at law (vol. 10-11), civil litigation-actions at law and equity (vol. 12), civil litigation-special and statutory actions (vol. 13), district justice courts; criminal proceedings; appeals; and general index (Vol. 14). The last volume also contains a general index to the set, but there are also indexes at the end of each volume. KFP68 .D83 1948
Vol. 5 Kozloff, James P. Estate Administration 1994-.
Vol. 6 Brien, Kathleen and David Shechtman. Business Organizations. 1994-.
Vol. 7-9 Gadsden, Christopher. Estate Planning. 1995-.
Vol. 10 Simons, Robert, William A. Schorling with the assistance of contributing author, Jeffrey A. Deller. Debtor-Creditor. 1997-.
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(Form Books cont’d)
Vol. 11 Berkowitz, Alan D. Employment Law. 1998-.

Indexes

Instructions To Juries

Insurance Law
(Insurance Law cont’d)

Judgments

Juvenile Law

Labor Law
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**Labor Law (cont’d)**


**Landlord and Tenant**

--See REAL PROPERTY.

**Legal Composition**

*PAstyle: A Pennsylvania Stylebook and Citation Guide for Legal Writing*. 4th ed. PBI Pr., 2010. KFP75 .P3 2010

**Legal Ethics**


**Legal Research**


**Mechanics’ Liens**


**Medical Jurisprudence**
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Medical Jurisprudence (cont’d)


Military Law


Municipal Law


Notaries


Practice Of Law

Allen, Kevin P. The Attorney-Client Privilege and Work-Product Doctrine in Pennsylvania: A Desk Reference. 2d ed. PBI Pr., 2010. KFP541.3.A77 A44 2010
Fee Agreements in Pennsylvania. 3rd ed. PBI Pr., 2011. KFP77.5.F4 F44 2011
General Practitioner’s Update. PBI, 1994-2010. KFP81 .G45 2010

Public Utilities
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Real Property

Krasnowiecki, Jan Z. *Krasnowiecki on Real Property Law and Practice*. 3d ed. PBI Pr., 2010. KFP112 .K73 2010

School Law

--See EDUCATIONAL LAW
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**Securities Law**


**Taxation**


**Torts**


**Trusts**

--See ESTATES, WILLS, AND TRUSTS
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Unemployment Compensation


Wills

--See ESTATES, WILLS, AND TRUSTS

Workers' Compensation


Zoning Law

--See REAL PROPERTY